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Providing a Spa-Like Environment for Women’s Healthcare and Wellness

The moment you walk into true. Women’s Health, located 

at 2144 East Paris Avenue SE, you’re struck by the fact it is 

unlike any medical office you’ve ever visited. The goal was 

to create a beautiful, spa-like environment that puts patients 

at ease and gives them the sense that they’re worth their 

luxurious, high-end surroundings! Dr. Diana Bitner and her 

staff had a vision for changing women’s healthcare with 

high-touch, personalized services that empower women and 

put them at the center of their own care.

Dr. Bitner and her partners searched for available space 

and found just the right location along the East Paris 

Medical Corridor, in a class-A, multi-tenant building that was 

completed in 2016. First Companies constructed the building 

shell and was hired to complete the tenant build-outs, with 

true. Women’s Health filling the last available space.

“We shopped around to see what was available and when 

we saw this place, we knew it was perfect for our practice. 

true. Women’s Health

We chose this location because of its easy access for patients. 

It’s close to highways, on the ‘new medical mile,’ and near other 

providers we refer patients to. We have plenty of parking and it is 

much easier than driving downtown.” 

Dr. Diana Bitner, Chief Medical Officer

The 2nd floor location also provided added privacy and views 

of greenery outside the windows of the trees surrounding the 

building – complementing the soothing, peaceful environment the 

staff desired to create.

“We love this space. Patients see trees, and not a roadway 

or parking lot – something both the patients and staff enjoy. 

The space invites natural light in with its tall ceilings and many 

windows.” Dr. Bitner

The goal from the beginning was to create 

an environment that supported women 

on their health journey. The staff 

wanted patients to walk in the door 
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LEFT: The front reception area includes unique features, such as a curved hallway and bulkhead with cove lighting, 
as well as a decorative wall that resembles Michigan’s iconic dunes. 

MIDDLE: After patients are welcomed by reception, they are guided down the curved hallway to a restorative 
lounge where they can relax in comfortable chairs, enjoy soft music and take time to rest and reflect before 
their appointment.

END: Luxurious decor adorns every square-inch of this space and encourages patients to feel calm and relaxed.

and be able to separate themselves from the outside world as 

they entered a peaceful place designed to help them focus on 

health and healing.

“First Companies, r2 Design Group 

(architect), and designer, Cindi Brege, 

gave us a place that welcomes patients 

into the space. It feels like a spa versus 

a typical doctor’s office where people 

look at each other wondering who 

will be called in next. We selected First 

Companies to manage construction 

because of their reputation. I was aware 

of them before and had heard about 

the quality of their work. I’ve also seen 

other offices they’ve built. From the beginning, I felt heard 

and understood by this team. They were good listeners 

and facilitators of our brainstorming sessions. The plans 

and drawings came together quickly, and it was a good 

partnership.” Dr. Bitner

Instead of sitting in a waiting room by the front reception 

desk, patients are escorted to a beautifully appointed 

restorative lounge where they can sit, relax, and take time to 

work on their health plan. Patients at true. Women’s Health 

are guided through envisioning goals for their health and 

how to develop a plan to achieve them. This includes tracking 

behaviors and habits in the “I Want to Age Like That” workbook. 

The lounge provides a hideaway of sorts with comfortable seating, 

soft music, and sheer curtain dividers between 

the chairs, giving patients space to reflect.

“Also, the exam rooms are anything but scary 

or sterile and extend the feeling of being in 

a spa. All furnishings chosen are warm and 

comfortable, with private areas provided 

for patients to change in and out of their 

clothes.” Dr. Bitner

Decorative touches, materials and finishes 

from floor to ceiling create a sense of peace 

and well-being – from the unique water 

element, curved walls, and “dune” feature wall behind the 

reception desk to the earth tone colors, textures and lighting – 

patients sense this place is special and that they deserve the best 

possible care.

The 3,751 square foot office feels spacious and includes the 

reception area, restorative lounge, exam and treatment rooms, a 

staff work area, and a breakroom/multipurpose space that allows 

the team to offer patient education opportunities and special 

training. The team workspace facilitates great communication and 

collaboration among the staff where they touch base on patients 

and discuss their specific needs.

TRUE. WOMEN’S HEALTH
Providing a Spa-Like Environment for Women’s Healthcare and Wellness

“We selected 
First Companies 
because of their 

reputation... From 
the beginning, 
I felt heard and 
understood by 

this team.”
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“We have a provider’s office, too, but I’m not sure why as 

Dr. Bitner spends most of her time here with the team when 

she isn’t seeing patients. The group workspace is designed to 

support our staff and ultimately improves our patient care.” 

Allyn Lebster, Chief Executive Officer

One of the greatest challenges for this project was staying on 

schedule given the mandatory stay at home orders due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, but the construction team managed to 

overcome the delays and delivered the project on time and 

within budget.

“This was one of the smoothest run projects ever! Everyone 

was very professional, honest and great communicators 

– beginning with our contact in real estate, to our project 

manager, the guys on site, and Craig Baker, who provided 

executive oversight. We had no surprises in terms of costs or 

delays. It was obvious First Companies has great relationships 

with their subcontractors and vendors. Craig was really good 

at getting everyone in a room when we needed to make 

decisions.” Allyn Lebster

When asked what advice she would give to others, Dr. Bitner 

noted the importance of being very clear with your goals before 

you start construction.

“This requires doing some soul searching and picturing the 

mood you want to create…the work environment you want 

for your staff. Anything is possible, but if you don’t take the 

time to envision what it could be, or ask what you want, it 

won’t happen. We have our patients set goals for their health. 

This isn’t different. You must have clear goals in mind and a 

real sense of what you want to accomplish. Be very intentional 

with the selection of each element that comes into the space. 

I feel like we accomplished our goals. When I ask patients how 

they feel when they walk through the door, they say it is truly 

unique and different. They love it. I also know when our team 

comes into the space, they feel valued, too. From their lockers, 

team work area, and our beautiful bathroom, they feel special 

and can enjoy the environment we’ve created along with our 

patients.” Dr. Bitner

An open-concept workspace is conveniently located across from 
the exam rooms and stimulates collaboration among the staff. 
Two private call rooms sit adjacent to the workspace for those 
needing privacy or silence.

Every detail of this space - including the design of the 
bathrooms - was thought out to ensure the comfort of patients 
as well as the staff.

TRUE. WOMEN’S HEALTH
Providing a Spa-Like Environment for Women’s Healthcare and Wellness
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Expansive windows let in lots of 
natural light and create an open, 
airy feel that is supportive of the 
peaceful, refreshing environment 
the team desired.   

Designed for several purposes, 
this room functions as a staff 
breakroom, a multi-faceted 
training space, and an executive 
conference room, complete with 
the technology necessary for 
video calls. 

TRUE. WOMEN’S HEALTH
Providing a Spa-Like Environment for Women’s Healthcare and Wellness

Each exam rooms is complete with plush furniture, a calming color palette, a spacious floor plan, and a private, 
curtained-off space for changing clothes. Designed to emulate a spa-like environment, women of all ages feel 
comfortable and relaxed as they meet with members of the true. Women’s Health team to plan out their future 
health goals. 


